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Two times a RoCAF Starfighter. On top F-104G 4371 with 12 SM sq markings  landing at CCK and beneath 
aircraft 4378 at Hsinchu AB with 41TFS markings on 16 May 1998. (photos CCKFOX and RoCAF) 
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INTERNATIONAL F-104 SOCIETY 

 

 
 

“Zipper” is a magazine fully dedicated to the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter. 
It is published once and a while by the IFS, the International F-104 Society. 
The contents of “Zipper” may not be reproduced in any way anywhere, in 

 whole or in part, without prior written permission of the IFS. The IFS, 
 including the publication of "Zipper", is entirely run by volunteers and 

has no commercial objectives. 
 

 
 

IFS HOMEPAGE   http://www.starfighters.nl/Int_f104_society 

IFS BULLETIN BOARD http://www.forum4free.com/ifs.html 
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IFS news  
 
Hello all, 

 
It has been quite some time that a ZIPPER 
magazine has been released. For this there 
are a view of reasons. Most important 
reason was the tragic news that Ton van 
der Zeeuw died in a hospital which had a 
huge impact on all the 104 minded people 
within the Starfighter scene, especially in 
Holland. His dead was very unexpected and 
we were all very shocked. Together with 
Ton I established the F-104 Society back in 
1989 and without his support, enthusiasm, 
criticism, positive mind and interest the 
Society had not become the group of 
people as it is today. 
 
We will all remember him and we will all 
continue his work!!!! 
 
 
 
IFS HOMEPAGE    http://www.starfighters.nl/Int_f104_society 

IFSBB (BULLETIN BOARD)  http://www.forum4free.com/ifs.html 
 
 
As all of you have already noticed we have started a complete new website. Since 
the IFS has changed its activities more to the internet the upgrade of our website 
was very much needed. We also got a new domain:  www.i-f-s.nl 
 
This zipper magazine we made a few changes. First of all we stopped the extra 
overview lines within the country-corner. This was a nice-to-have but was a very time 
consuming activity. Since we want to spend our time very effectively we decided to 
discontinue this extra piece of service.  
Also we want to change the way of ZIPPER a bit in the future. More publications with 
less pages, more a real newsletter. Most of the information will be found on our IFS 
website which we will try to keep as up to date as possible.  
 
Webnews: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHLJxKqwN5Y 
 
<from next time all new websites and links will only be mentioned via our IFS website.!!!> 
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Country Corner 
 
 The latest Starfighter news in the world… 

 

 

 

Compiled by Harry Prins (thanks to various members) 
 

Belgium 
 

FX61 back on KB 
In January 2007 the F-104G FX61 was noticed to be back at Kleine Brogel AB where 
it can be found preserved now opposite building 15. 
 
FX83 tail on the move 
Some people collect strange things. We got the news that an unknown Spanish 
collector has bought the tail from FX83 which could be found in Genval. It is unknown 
if it is already in Spain. 
 

 

Canada 
 

29+17 moved to Canada 
The F-104F 29+17 (werknr 5070) which was obtained by Steve Alex mid 2006 has 
been completely restored. It was quite a project but the result was very nice. The 
aircraft was meant for the Royal Legion Post # 104 in Innisfail Alberta, Canada, A 
one hour drive north of Calgary.  
  

 
 

An F-104F in Canada… this is quite unique. Here it is seen while being unloaded for display. 
 (Innisfail, Alberta, 4  November  2006, Steve Alex) 
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In October it was ready and transported from Maine US to Canada where it arrived 2 
November 2006. On 11 November the aircraft was erected on its new pole as a 
memorial to Canadian Military Members. 
 

 
 

Here F-104F 29+17 as “104”  preserved on a pole for the Royal Legion Post nr 104 of the Canadian Military 
Members.   (Innisfail, Alberta, 11 November  2006, Steve Alex) 

 
 

Denmark 

 

Danish clean up 
Late November 2006 we received information from IFS member Tom Svendsen 
about Danish Starfighters which had been scrapped and sold. He stated: “Jens Rino 
Haugen, a Cockpit collector in Norway, recently bought a Royal Danish Airforce 
Starfighter R-832 (c/n 1132) front fuselage in a good shape. He bought it from a local 
scrapdealer in Bjerringbro, Denmark named Orla’s Produktforretning, which had 4 
Starfighter cockpits. 
First one is the R-832 went to Norway Jens Rino Haugen, then CF-104D RT-660 (c/n 
5330) was broken up at this scrapyard, and will be scrapped. CF-104 R-757 (c/n 
1057) was broken up at this scrapyard and already scrapped. The last one is a still 
unknown F-104 which went to a museum in Denmark. This scrapdealer will also get 
another complete Starfighter aircraft which will be saved in his private collection. 
Also F-84, RF-84, F-86D, F-100 all ex RDAF aircraft were scrapped by him recently. 
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A small overview (thanks to Tom Svendsen and Hubert Peitzmeier) 
 
104832 CF-104: complete aircraft to scrap dealer Orla`s Produktforretning 
(Orla`s Product shop) at Bjerringbro, Denmark in early October 2006, private 
owned by Jens Rino Haugen, a cockpit collector, at Grimstad, Norway on 
November 2, 2006 (front fuselage only), January 13, 2007 last noted. 
 
104757 CF-104: complete aircraft to scrap dealer Orla`s Produktforretning 
(Orla`s Product shop)  at Bjerringbro, Denmark in early October 2006, 
scrapped in late October 2006, completed by November 2, 2006 
 
104660 CF-104D: complete aircraft to scrap dealer Orla`s Produktforretning 
(Orla`s Product shop) at Bjerringbro, Denmark in early October 2006, 
scrapped in late October 2006, completed by November 2, 2006 
Note: the whole aircraft was painted white, looks that this white painting 
was done some years ago. 
Both main instrument panel (fwd and backseat) was saved and is taken to 
Grimstad by Jens Rino Haugen; they were painted white as well. A minor 
fuselage plate was saved. Windshield, left rail ejection seat, frame and 
circuit breaker panel in electronics bay were also saved and taken to 
Grimstad. The windshield is currently used on the 104832 aircraft in Grimstad. 
 
104655 CF-104D: complete aircraft to scrap dealer Orla`s Produktforretning 
(Orla`s Product shop) at Bjerringbro, Denmark in 2006 (date not known). The 
aircraft will be displayed at the scrap dealer as his own aircraft. It will 
not be scrapped. (Not noticed November 2, 2006, first noticed January 19, 2007. 
RT-655 was previous an ABDR aircraft at Karup Air Base. It is complete but 
has not the wings mounted yet. No engine mounted. The paint was good, and is 
in the correct green RDAF Starfighter colour. It had 3 ABDR plates, and 
missed the large floor cover under the front seat. No ejection seat or 
instrument board 
 
unknown CF-104: complete aircraft to scrap dealer Orla`s Produktforretning 
(Orla`s Product shop) at Bjerringbro, Denmark in 2006, cockpit went to a 
museum in Denmark (place unknown), cockpit was never at the scrap dealer at 
Bjerringbro, rest scrapped in late October 2006, completed by November 2, 
2006. Possible CF-104 candidates could be 104654 and 104825. 
Jens Rino Haugen was eye witness to that the aft section of the 
unknown Starfighter was in good shape and the paint was good. This unknown 
Starfighter had the best green paint compared to R-757 and R-832 who were 
there at same time (a lot better). Probable candidate here RT-654 from Vaerlose! 
 
R-825 is a less possible candidate due to paint color. R-825 should be one 
of the aircraft sent to Bjerringbro. 
 
Tom Svendsen has created a new website regarding the Danish Starfighters on: 
http://f-104.net/denmark/starfighter.html 
http://www.f-104.net/denmark/starfighterserials.html 
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Tom Svendsen photographed two aircraft during its visit to Denmark. The R-771,  preserved at Aalborg and 
the CF-104D RT-655 at the scrapdealer in Bjerringbro, Both were taken on 20 April 2007. 

 
Vandel AB closure 
This spring 2007 it was stated that Vandel AB will be permanently closed. We have 
negative feelings about the CF-104D RT-654 which was still stored at Vandel. Since 
the Danish Air Force is getting rid of all stored and decoy Starfighters this CF-104D 
will likely face the same future. And reading the story above it was already stated that 
RT-654 was a very likely candidate to be scrapped recently in Bjerringbro. 
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France 

 

Early this year we received some information about the F-104G Starfighter 21+91 
(werknr 7060) inside the Ailes Anciennes Toulouse (Toulouse Old Wings) in France. 
The information came from Sylvain Dupouy who is working on it in the main hangar 
of the museum. It is undergoing heavy maintenance and will receive new paint. 
Photos of the restoration can be found on the museum web-site. 
(http://www.aatlse.org/f_restau/f104.php) 
The restauration started around early 2005. It was dismantled in February 2005, and 
all paint was removed by July 2006. It is still not ready yet today. 
 

 
 

People inside the museum are working very hard on their F-104G 21+91. We are curious what the result will 
be. (Toulouse, 2007, Sylvain Dupouy, Ailes Anciennes Toulouse) 

 

Germany 
 

EB+121 project 
All of you must have read the story of the RF-104G-1 project by the German Air 
Force to modernize their reconnaissance aircraft fleet. At the end the project was 
cancelled and RF-4E aircraft were ordered in stead. Now and then new information is 
found regarding the RF-104G-1 project. Main test aircraft was RF-104G werknr 8222 
“EB+121” which received lots of modifications including a special camera bay 
mounted beneath its belly and also the longer nose-radome later on adopted by the 
Taiwanese Air Force.  
Recently we received an interesting photo of the aircraft while being inspected by 
some VIPs during the test phase. On this photo a strange tube can be found inside 
the mouth of the canon bay. We would like to show this photo since we heard that 
this tube is not a gun but a special cooling tube/inlet for directing cooling-air to the 
camera pod in flight and on the ground.   
Currently this aircraft can be found preserved as 24+73 on a pole at Erding AB. 
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Very interesting photo of RF-104G-1 prototype EB+121 showing clearly the recce cooling tube inside the 
canon-mouth.                                                                                             (USA, Peter Muhlbock Collection) 

 
 
Memmingen 22+58 
In January 2007 we got information that F-104G 22+58 (werknr 7139) at Memmingen 
has the tailsection from an aircraft with werknr ending with “210”. This could be 
aircraft EB+112 (werknr 8210) or 23+26 (werknr 7210). The Fokker build aircraft was 
lost in 1966 during an accident and 23+26 was delivered to Turkey in October 1980.  
We have seen more tail-switches regarding aircraft delivered to Greece and Turkey 
so most likely the tail came from 23+26 (werknr 7210). 
 
 
Koln-Wahn 
In July 1999 the preserved F-104F werknr 5061 29+11 “BB+374” at Koln-Wahn had 
been completely restored at Erding before putting it back on the pole at Koln-Wahn 
again. Now after 7 years it was taken from its pole again on 5 March this year and it 
was transported away a day later. The last reports state that it was removed to 
prevent it from being damaged by the trees which had to be removed around the 
pole. However because the aircraft was completely dismantled, including the removal 
of the wings, it was more likely that it went back to Erding or other location for new 
paint. In between we heard that it will go to the “Deutsches Technik Museum” in 
Berlin. This was not what had expected. 
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F-104F BB+374 ready for transportation. It had been preserved at Koln-Wahn for many years but is now 
destined to be added to the aircraft collection of the Deutches Tecknik Museum at Berlin. 
(Koln-Wahn, 2007, Daniel Janssche) 

 
Another Berlin move 
On page 13 inside ZIPPER 66, Mark Wassenaar mentioned aircraft 22+06 (werknr 
7076) at Gatow preserved at the General Steinhoff barracks. 
In December 2006 it suddenly was found stored at Appen, near Uetersen. It can be 
found on the premises of the Marseille barracks on blocks. Beneath a photo, 
released on internet by FlugForum, showing the 104 at Appen on 8 December 2006. 
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Inside an earlier ZIPPER we mentioned the forward fuselage section from F-104G 
werknr 9162, 26+17 at Berlin-Gatow, which came from Fassberg around 2005 or 
2006. In August 2006 it was not found anymore at Berlin but it had been moved to 
Rechlin-Larz. They stated that it was now on display at this new location but recent 
www photos show a different story….dumped upside-down in a field…see beneath.. 
 

 
 
 

Greece 

 
Kostas report 
In April we received a lot of interesting photos and latest information about preserved 
and stored Starfighters in Greece from IFS member Kostas Ntasios. Photos 
regarding Starfighters inside the overview beneath can be found on the next pages… 
        

F-104G   7090      Northwest Greece near Delvinaki (photographed on 6 April 2007) 

F-104G    7097     Araxos AB outside 336MV (photographed on 12 November 2006) 

F-104G   7421    Northwest Greece at Menidi (photographed on 14 August 2006) 

F-104G   7422    At Leros Island (found on the internet) 

F-104G   7425    West Greece at Tragano (photographed on 12 November 2006) 

RF-104G 6639    Western part of Agrinion (photographed on 12 November 2006) 

F-104G    63-12730/FG730    West Greece – Mesolongi (photo 12 November 2006) 
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Of these aircraft it was interesting to notice that 7090, 7422 and 7425 have now 
become preserved as well. The last time they were seen was late 2001 (7090), and 
mid 2004 (7425) both still stored at Agrinion AB. 
 

 
 

F-104G 7090, Greece near Delvinaki, 6 April 2007, Kostas Ntasios 

 

 
 

F-104G 7097, Araxos AB outside 336MV, 12 November 2006, Kostas Ntasios 
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F-104G 7421 as “FG-421” , preserved North Western part of Greece at Menidi, 14 August 2006, Kostas 
Ntasios 

 

 
 

F-104G 7422, Leros Island as “FG-422”, it looks like being worked on. This photo was found at  the  internet 
by  Kostas Ntasios.  
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F-104G 7425, West Greece at Tragano, RF-104G 6639, Western part of Agrinion AB and F-104G 63-
12730, West Greece at Mesolongi, all photographed on 12 November 2006, Kostas Ntasios 
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Lamia surprise  
Inside ZIPPER 67 we mentioned on page 15 a new preserved Starfighter at Aigio. In 
spite of our statement that it was serialled 7205/FG205 it does not have any serial at 
all…only the National insignias are visible. In the future we will have photos… 
 

 
 

 
 

Sander Smit visited Greece in July 2006 and toke a lot of photos.  Above FG-304 preserved in Andravida 
and second photo shows FG-307 preserved on a pole at Araxos AB. Both were taken on 4 July 2006. 

 
Tiger Starfighter Araxos 
At Araxos Air Base they painted a still unidentified Starfighter with Tiger colors. It is 
different then once applied on F-104G FG-720, currently on display inside the 
National Air Force Museum. 
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Unidentified Tiger at Araxos AB, currently preserved opposite the 335 Mira buildings. 
(Araxos AB, 4 July 2006, Sander Smit) 

 
Holland 

 
Texel museum 
Inside ZIPPER 67 we mentioned that aircraft D-8266 has been refurbished at Texel. 
We understand that it is now part of a museum collection on the island and that it 
was already noticed on July 1st, 2006. 
 

Klu Starfighter project plans??? 
Recently we heard from students of the Technical University in Delft, Holland that the 
Dutch Air Force had asked them if they would be interested in replacing their 
instructional airframe F-104G D-8114 for a more modern F-16 aircraft. It looks like 
the Dutch Air Force historical flight is searching for a good F-104 airframe for 
creating a taxy-runway demonstration aircraft. 
It would be great if these plans will come to reality!! 
 
Klu Air Force Museum future 
At this moment the Dutch Air Force Museum is located at Camp Zeist and this has 
been the case for almost 30 years. However on this location there are no possibilities 
to increase the aircraft collection. The Dutch Air Force is planning to reduce the 
number of operational airbases and also selected Soesterberg AB as one of the 
locations to close down. Since Camp Zeist is very near Soesterberg AB the Air Force 
decided to move their Museum to this location where lots of space and hangars can 
be found. They had already a Museum-storage on this location and we heard that 
currently they are busy to clean this up and scrap the aircraft which have been 
corroded too much which is the case of some Starfighters such as the D-8062 and D-
8338. The rest of the aircraft will be used as exchange aircraft to be able to add new 
aircraft types to their collection, especially once flown by the Dutch AF or Navy. 
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Italy 
 
Lots of new 104s on display 
Since 2006 a lot of F-104S/ASA-M aircraft have been refurbished to be used as 
aircraft on display on several places in Italy. It looks like most of the aircraft have 
been reassembled in Grazzanise. Sadly more and more aircraft are not easy to 
identify anymore.  
Beneath an overview: 
 
MM6820  (F-104S/ASA)   51-07   
It became preserved early this year at Chiaravalle-Gigole. It has a tail from MM6821 
and nose section from MM6785. It was seen for a long time at the large storage area 
in Rome Bentivoglio. We are not quite sure if we have found the real MM6820. There 
are photographs showing the front fuselage cut from the centre fuselage and with 
serial 51-07….making this preserved somewhat impossible….but maybe they melted 
the fuselage together again… 
 

 
 

MM6820 seen behind a wall and so it is very hard to identify it..    (Chiaravalle-Gigole, 22 October 2006) 

 
MM6???  (F-104S/ASA-M)   no serial but 9 Stormo markings.    
It is preserved near Bovolone, district Verona, aside a house for Alpine Veterans, on 
3 poles. It looks like it arrived around March or April 2007. (See photo on next page) 
 
MM6???  (F-104S/ASA-M)  9-59 
In November 2006 we got news about a new preserved Starfighter in Rome. It was 
seen on display inside the Galileo Galilei Technical Institute of State Aeronautical 
Constructional Department. The aircraft looks wonderful but has a very strange serial 
“9-59”…..a serial never used operational at Grazzanise. We are still trying to find out 
its real identity. Any help is appreciated. (See photo on next page). 
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An unknown F-104S  can be found preserved at Bovolone. Hopefully one day we will find out the identity of  
 this aircraft.                                                                                 (Bovolone, 14 April 2007, Daniele Faccioli) 

 

 
 

A still unknown F-104S/ASA-M and protected against the weather…. This 9-59 looks great.  
(Rome, 3 November 2006, via Hubert Peitzmeier) 

 
MM6782   (F-104S/ASA)    36-36 
At Gioia Del Colle an F-104S/ASA has been put on display with serial 36-36. It was 
once stored at Grosseto after its withdrawal from use in October 1996. It was brought 
over to Gioia in parts on a trailer on 16 September 1998, still coded with its last 
operational serial 37-15. It is unknown when it has been erected as new gateguard. If 
someone knows, please tell us. 
(See photo on top of next page) 
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F-104S/ASA MM6782 can be found preserved as 36-36 nowadays. Note the strange nozzle position… 
(Gioia Del Colle, 09 October 2006, Ivan Turniano). 

 
MM6???  (F-104S/ASA-M)   51-03 and 51-07     
This Starfighter is preserved in a town called Erbe in district Verona. It has been put 
on display on the tail-pole near the Ferrari Club. It looks like it has been erected early 
this year. 
 

 
 

Unknown F-104S/ASA can be found preserved as 51-07 and 51-03 (other side) near the Ferrari club in 
Erbe.   (Erbe, April 2007, Daniele Faccioli). 
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MM6717   (F-104S/ASA-M)  9-51     
This 104 is preserved on a pole near a roundabout close to a paper factory in 
Tolmezzo, North-Udine. It was officially handed over to Udine City as a donation on 
23 September 2006 after it was seen as 37-22 at the CFE dump in Grazzanise for a 
long time. First it was put on display on the square within Udine center and after a 
month it moved to Tolmezzo. 
 
MM6599  (F-104G)   21-02 
In December 2006 a wonderful bare metal Starfighter was seen at Cameri with 60s 
style serial “21-02” from the 21st Gruppo. 
This Starfighter was already preserved at Cameri for many years as 53-21 until 
around August or September 1996 when it was transferred to the Air Museum in 
Vigna Di Valle. Within this museum it was seen until April 2006, lateron it went back 
to Cameri to be transformed into an old-fashioned Starfighter. 
It is planned to put it on display at Veveri (the logistic area of Cameri). It represents 
the period in which the 21°Gruppo was autonomous (but with the 51a AB's badge on the 
tail) probably 1965.      
 

 
 

The F-104G MM6599 has been completely restored and looks great as “21-02”. 
 (Cameri, 21 December 2006, Alberto Mocchetti) 

 

MM6???   (F-104)   37-37 
At a scrapyard near the E90 highway in the city of Palermo an unidentified Starfighter 
was seen in autumn 2006. The serial on the aircraft looked like “37-00”.  If this is true 
then we have probably found back the aircraft which disappeared in Trapani Birgi. 
This MM6544 was seen at the scrapyard at Trapani for the last time in December 
1997. Of course we still need confirmation.  
 
MM6845  (F-104S/ASA)    5-11 
Currently this aircraft can be found preserved along the high-way around Rome. It 
was formerly found at the storage location of Bentivoglio and has the tail from 
MM6809 and nose from MM6789. It is unknown when it was brought over to this new 
location but we believe it must have been around late 2006. (Photo on next page) 
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MM6845 with code 5-11 can now be found near Rome along the high way. It looks like it will be found 
here for only a few years maximum looking at the shape of the location.. (Rome, 2001, Vlada Mijatovic) 

 
UPDATES ASA OVERVIEW  
Regarding the big F-104S/ASA overview we have published inside our last few 
ZIPPER magazines, here a number of updates: 
 

• MM6703 was ASA released by Alenia on 10 August 1990 so the first date as 
“51-23” could not be in May 1990 but at least August 1990. 

• MM6713 was ASA released by Alenia in July 1987 and delivered to RSV. Here 
it was used for 2 months, being transferred to 5 Stormo in September 1987. 

• MM6758 arrived (ex 51Stormo) at Alenia for ASA conversion on 16 December 
1985 and was officially handed over to the AMI on 30 July 1987 as ASA and 
also as Fighter (ex FB). It went to RSV on 3 July 1987 and was used for a 
while at Pratica di Mare. On 24 June 1988 it was flown back to Alenia for IRAN 
III which was completed on 14 December 1989. Then it transferred to 53 
Stormo at Cameri, likely the same month. 

• MM6918 arrived at Rimini on 23 September 1987 and was still in Rimini June 
1993. It came from Trapani 37Stormo when arriving at Alenia for ASA 
conversion in combination with its 2nd IRAN. 

 
Some facts 
IFS member Riccardo Vestuto stated that the first officially delivered F-104 in light 
grey colorscheme was MM6721 (F-104S/ASA) in June 1995. It was given to Istrana 
based 51Stormo and paint was applied by Alenia during IRAN. 
The smaller Air Force roundels (30cm) were introduced in 1994. 
 
Grosseto update 
During the last weekend of April 2007 a 20Gruppo re-union has been held at 
Grosseto.  
Also Heribert Mennen (IFS member) visited this interesting event where the 
squadron gave an interesting presentation of the new Sqn structure, Sqn members, 
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Sqn infrastructure and tasks. Of course there was a nice barbeque and a small static 
display by Thyphoon 4-32 and TF-104GM 4-20. Yes, the blue lion is back from 
Grazzanise, albeit without engine. The Sqn Cdr Marco Amort is trying to have an 
engine installed. 
The old 20 Gruppo bar on the south side is still active, and their old hangar held 
silver 4-1, black 4-9 plus the RMV F-104. So a total of four F-104's can still be found 
at Grosseto. 
 
Overview of Starfighters seen: 
 
MM6505 F-104G, special colorscheme 4 RMV, preserved old 20 Gruppo hangar. 
MM6873 F-104S/ASAM, black 4-9, preserved old 20 Gruppo hangar. 
MM6943 F-104S/ASA, silver 4-1, preserved old 20 Gruppo hangar. 
MM54253/4-20 TF-104G-M, blue 4-20, preserved opposite new 20 Gr buildings. 
 

 
 

The blue 4-20 is back home. Currently it is preserved opposite the brand new 20 Gruppo buildings. 
(Grosseto 28 April 2007, Heribert Mennen) 

 
 
Virtual squadron 
Since there aro no 104s flying anymore in Italy the former Italian 104 pilots (and 
others) have initiated the virtual 102 Gruppo. This is a computer-internet-simulator 
based squadron flying Starfighter missions with and against each other. We 
recommend you all to have a look at their website!! 
http://www.mariomotta.it/102V/  
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MM6836 coded “5-10” in a very strange position.           (Cavalcaselle, 22 May 2005, Michiel Vogelpoel) 

 

 

Norway 
 
SFON meeting 
Tom Svendsen (our Scandinavian 104 reporter…) visited the Starfighter meeting at 
Honefoss (just 1 hour drive from Oslo on 28 April 2007. The meeting was meant for 
the Starfighter-Friends-of-Norway and Helge Andreassen held a speech about the 
637 project.  
He also had some interesting news regarding CF-104 104801 “801”. It has been 
transported by truck in March or April 2007 from Gardermoen to the “Norsk 
Luftfartsenter” in Bodo. It replaced the CF-104D 104637 “637” which left the museum 
back in September 2002, now involved in the fly worthy project at Bodo AB. 
Also interesting was the news that the museum will soon receive another Starfighter. 
This time not a Norwegian but an ex-German F-104. This should still be in perfect 
condition. It is not yet known when it will arrive in Norway. 
 
637 project team 
On 17th January 07 marks a milestone for our organization as well as for project 
"637". With the support of the RNorAF and 335sq the 637 team finally got the much 
wanted spareparts from the Italian Air Force in Norway. This happened on 17 
January 2007. The spareparts were temporarily stored at Gardermoen but soon after 
they were transported to Bodø AB, home of the 637 project team and CF-104D 
104637. The support from the Italian Air Force has been of great importance. The 
team hopes that this cooperation will be continued in the future. 
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Cockpit section 
Currently a cockpit mock-up can be found in Gardermoen, Norway. It was once used 
to instruct ejection procedures. 
 

 
 

Ejection Seat instruction frame at Gardermoen.         (Gardermoen, 16 June 2006, Tom Svendsen) 

 

 

Turkey 
 

Thanks to Oguz Meric, whose father once flew 104s at Balikesir AB, we received 
update information on preserved Starfighters. Beneath an overview: 
 
Yesilyurt Sports Complex 
The last information comes from Hans van der Vlist. He found aircraft 8299 with fake 
serial 8288 “8-288” preserved inside the Sports Complex Park in Yesilyurt. It was 
seen in December 2004 and most reports state that it is aircraft 8288 but they did not 
know it was actually 8299. The faulty serial has been applied when it was restored in 
2002. 
 
Kutahya Park 
CF-104 62-841 (ex 104841) “8-841” can be found on display on a pole inside the 
Kutahya Park. This park is located at Kutahya, 50 km S-SW of Eskisehir AB. We 
know that this Starfighter left its former homebase Diyarbakir by road transport in 
2003 but we did not know where it went to. Now we know where it is today. 
See photo on next page. 
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CF-104 “62-841” can be found in a park on a pole.                                         (Kutahya, 2005, Oguz Meric)  

 
F16 colors infected more 104s. 
It looks like the Turkish Air Force ran out of all the former Starfighter camouflage 
paint. All recent erected or restored Starfighters on display receive F-16 camouflage 
schemes which are very remarkable. Inside ZIPPER 67 we already mentioned F-
104G 8347 “65-8347” preserved with this new scheme in Bodrum. 
One of the latest additions is the completely restored TF-104G 5711. In December 
2004 it was still seen as “8-711” at Yesilkoy, near Istanbul, preserved along the 
waterside. In 2006 it was seen again, on the same location, but no longer carrying 
serial “8-711”  and…. yes with F-16 camouflage scheme. 
 

 
 

TF-104G 5711 in F16 colors......                                      (Yesilkoy-Istanbul, 3 January 2007, Aykut Unal) 
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Another aircraft in F-16 camouflage scheme is CF-104  63-869 (104869). It can be 
found preserved in Ordu city, located at the Black Sea coast. Next to the CF-104 a 
sculpture can be found by an ex Turkish Air Force commander and 104 pilot Ibrahim 
Firtina who lives there. 
It is not yet known when it arrived on this location but most likely it was in 2006. 
 

 

 
CF-104 104869 has received an F-16 camo scheme recently and can be found on a pole next to a sculpture 
of ex Commander Ibrahim Firtina.                                                     (Ordu city, 2006,  Oguz Meric collection) 

 

Erzurum University 
While searching the internet Oguz found aircraft 8286 as “9-286” preserved at the 
University Campus at Erzurum, which can be found in Eastern Turkey. 
We have no idea when this aircraft, once flown by the Dutch Air Force, arrived at this 
campus. 
 

 

 
F-104G 8286  preserved as “9-286” once flew in Holland…        (Erzurum, unknown,  Oguz Meric collection) 
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Istanbul University 
At the Istanbul University F-104G 63-12733 “4-733” can be found preserved on a 
pole. It has been completely restored recently and really looks as new although the 
serial applied is a bit too small… 
 

 
 

F-104G 63-12733  freshly painted and preserved as “4-733”  at the university in Istanbul. 
(Istanbul, 2007,  Oguz Meric collection) 

 

 
 

F-104G  8090, ex Netherlands Air Force, was put on display at Balikesir around 2000/2001. Those days it 
carried  serial “9-191”. Recently this error was fixed and they applied serial “9-090” on it. It is unknown when  
this happened but the last time it was seen as “9-191” was in 2004.  (Balikesir, 2006,  Oguz Meric collection) 
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Eskisehir Museum 
Inside the Air Museum at Eskisehir F-104G Starfighter 7190 can be found inside the 
collection. It has been stored at Eskisehir AB in August 1993 still coded as “9-190”. 
Then it was selected for the museum in Eskisehir where it arrived mid 90s. It got 
serial “8-190”  and we still don’t know why they changed the serial. It was first noted 
in April 1999. 
 

 
 

F-104G  7190 can be found preserved inside the Air Museum.  (Eskisehir, 2005,  Oguz Meric collection) 

 
USA 

 

North American Eagle 
The North American Eagle landspeed race team is asking for help. The team needs 
a couple of parts to get their electrical system working again. If anyone is able to 
help, the team can provide supplying part numbers. Please contact Bill Eckberg 
(Crew Chief F-104A NAE) via email: “william.m.eckberg@boeing.com” 
 
Kissimee 
In 2005 the Flying Tigers Warbird Air Museum, Kissimmee closed and aircraft were 
sold, or stored outside the museum building. One of the aircrafts inside the collection 
was F-104G c/n 9094, former Belgium Air Force FX51. It was bought by this museum 
in Santa Monica in May 1990 for 14000 US dollars. Around late 1992 the aircraft 
received a total make-over becoming a USAF Starfighters with serial 56-813 “FG-
813”. When the museum closed in 2005 it was parked outside. Recently we received 
some rumors that the aircraft is soon destined to go to an unknown location in 
Douglas, Georgia. We will keep you updated. 
 
Mojave treasures 
In December 2006 Michiel Klaver received a photo of an unidentified F-104A with 
code “56-731”. The photo was likely taken recently at Mojave Apt and it could well be 
aircraft 56-826. However it is the real 56-731. It was written off due to an accident on 
30 July 1957 at Edwards AFB and build up to become an instructional airframe. Pilot 
used its seat and was safe. After it was withdrawn from use as instructional it went to 
Mojave Apt. This photo was taken there around 1986/1987. It is unknown where it is 
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today. Some believe it is still hidden somewhere at Mojave Apt today. WHO KNOWS 
MORE?? 
 

 
 

F-104A 56-731, after it was refurbished at Mojave.           (Mojave, around 1986,  Michel Klaver collection)  

 

 

Hillsboro news 
We got some latest news from Hillsboro Airport located Classic Aircraft. 
Most important was of course the new acquisition of the Canadair-built MAP F-104G 
from Formosa. Aircraft 4420/63-12699 (originally Danish R-699 and c/n 6051) which 
has been shipped from the Feng Chia University and was due to arrive at Seattle 
docks in the last few days of November 2006. In spite rumours, this aircraft is NOT 
planned to be an additional useful supply of spares. The team does intend to make 
4420 airworthy but for now it will be after the TF which is still their top 104 priority! 
Doug Donkel stated after arrival of the 4420: “It arrived safely in the USA and the 
aircraft is in quite nice condition, and very complete (except engine). There is a little 
corrosion on the wings, but nothing the CAAM team can’t work with. They hope to be 
able to get it airworthy at some point, but for the time being they are still focused on 
the TF-104G c/n 5926 “N104TF” in hopes of getting it together. 
 
Speaking about the TF project, the airframe of their TF-104G “5926” has been fully 
stripped of paint (about seven coats which was a very hard job) and resides in a 
larger hanger awaiting further work. The aircraft was shipped from Turkey in 
November 2001. The team has currently a significant "wants list" of parts to bring the 
aircraft back to flying condition including some spares and manuals. The team is 
looking for help so if you can help please contact the team. Any help from 
members?   
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We asked Doug Donkel what kind of color scheme the TF will get and Doug 
answered: “No firm plans as of yet, but we have talked of keeping it natural and/or 
polished, with Turkish markings – at least that seems to be Roger’s (the owner) 
preference at this point”. 
 

 
 

New toy for the CAAM is this F-104G 4420.                                         (Portland, 2006, CAAM collection)  
 

Why FX81 became D-8090 
We got information from the Air Victoria Museum, Medford, New Yersey about their 
preserved F-104G Starfighter with c/n 9139. It was former Belgium Air Force FX-81, 
In 1995 it was seen preserved inside the Air Victoria Museum. Nowadays it is 
representing a Dutch Air Force livery with serial “D-8090”. We always wondered why 
they changed its identity until a few weeks ago. The museum released information 
why…. 
The museum: “After decommissioning the aircraft eventually wound up as a 
playground exhibit from where it was taken back to the United States and 
methodically restored to represent the authentic look of an early 1960's vintage F-
104G Series aircraft serving as a front line fighter in the Royal Netherlands Air Force.  
 
The reason for the change in national markings for our aircraft has been questioned 
for some time.  We hope that this will explain why we painted a Belgian F-104 in 
Dutch colors... A number of years ago, one of our founders, Stephen Snyder, was 
flying his aircraft in the Netherlands. During his flight, he was overtaken by a thick 
cloud layer. He couldn’t navigate through the clouds due to the fact that he didn’t 
know any of the terrain in the region.  He was assisted by a Dutch Air Force Pilot 
flying an F-104G (D-8090). Upon landing, Steve told the pilot about our museum.  He 
also told him that when he got an F-104, he would paint it as his airplane.   
 
So Steve, after a few years, acquired an F-104 from the Belgian Air Force. He 
brought it back to the US and kept his promise to the Dutch Air Force pilot. He 
painted the aircraft to represent D-8090”. 
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F-104G D-8090 is actually the ex-Belgium FX-81…       (NewYersey, unknown,  H.Peitzmeier collection)  
 

Edwards 
After its phase-out on 30 October 1983 F-104A (or prototype G) 56-790 “N820NA” 
went to Edwards were it was donated to the Air Force Flight Test Center Museum on 
29 April 1985. After years of receiving tons of sunlight the paint has been damaged 
so much that the aircraft had to be restored. To remember the important role of this 
particular aircraft during the F-104G development program it received back its old F-
104G prototype color scheme in 2006. During the open house held at Edwards from 
27-29 October 2006 this 56-790 was seen on display inside a big hall. It looks nice. 
 

 
 

F-104A 56-790 got back its USAF livery replacing the NASA colors and serial N820NA. 
 (Edwards, 28 October 2006,  Edwards collection)  
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Mark Sherman 
In March we contacted Mark Sherman and asked him regarding the latest plans 
about his CF-104D “N104” (c/n 104633). He stated that finding spare-parts is 
sometimes a problem but he is visiting various auctions to get parts and he has 
already gained a large collection of stuff in stock. He owns his CF-104D for 10 years 
now. It has reached about 2500 TT hours on airframe and around 1000 on its engine. 
It is still in fly worthy condition and fly again in April this year. 
 

 
 

CF-104D N104 back into the sky… (Williams Gateway, 9 April ‘07, Tim Lachenmaier via Mark Sherman)  

 
MASDC mystery photo 
On internet and via other sources we received a photo taken at MASDC, showing an 
unidentified F-104A Starfighter. (see beneath) 
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Nothing special but when looking carefully you will notice the MASDC storage code 
on its fuselage being “FB-053”. This code was linked to F-104D 57-1320, confirmed 
by several reports and pictures. And an F-104A one-seater is NOT an F-104D two-
seater. This is quite a mystery to us. Does anyone know more about this one-and-a-
halve seater?? The photo was taken in December 1978. 
 

Unidentified F-104A aircraft 
Still two F-104A aircraft have to be indentified in the USA. If someone visits these 
aircraft please check any location on the airframe regarding identification or number 
plates. These two are: 
  

• GrassValley Apt “56-751” :  
This aircraft was first seen in total white appearance in October 1993. It was 
told being 56-756 and also carrying serial 56-756. Others stated in 1996 that 
the aircraft had parts from F-104Gs 8031 and 8249 probably obtained from the 
parts-storage of  Luke AFB after the 104 operations ended.  
Currently the aircraft is wearing serial 56-751. More and more we are believing 
that this is indeed may be the 56-756 which had an accident as NF-104A on 
15 June 1971 when the total rudder section and rocket engine blew off in flight. 
It landed safely but was grounded. The wings were given to the NASA since 
also the NF-104A program stopped, and aircraft ended on the boneyard at 
McClellan AB arriving there end 1971. Then the story that the aircraft has 
wings of F-104G 8031 and 8249 makes sense as well. The tail however must 
have been obtained from another F-104A or C. 
The real 56-751 was lost in an accident where the pilot ejected at 5000 feet 
and aircraft was totally destroyed. So that serial cannot be true at all. 

  
• Arkansas, All Flags Heritage Park “56-753” : 
In November 1987 it was seen at Mojave being prepared for display duties and 
already carrying 56-753 markings. We have no idea when it was brought over 
to Arkansas. 

 
N104RB on duty. 
Big news in April 2007!!!!. The CF-104D “N104RB” owned by Rick Svetkoff was 
selected within a NASA initiated testprogram for simulating the future Pathfinder 
testflights at Kennedy Space Center. 
NASA's Kennedy Space Center hosted the testflights on 17th April on the first in a 
series of pathfinder test missions from the space shuttle runway. Starfighters Inc. of 
Clearwater Apt, performed the flights to help in assessing suborbital space launch 
trajectories from the Shuttle Landing Facility and paving the way for future 
commercial space tourism and research flights from the facility. "This is a key step 
toward expanding routine use of the Shuttle Landing Facility (SLF) by non-NASA 
flight projects, including commercial suborbital and orbital space launch vehicles," 
said KSC Director Bill Parsons. NASA and Starfighters Inc. had signed a cooperative 
Space Act Agreement to enable the firm's F-104 aircraft to fly simulated suborbital 
flight missions from the spaceport's 15,000-foot runway. The flights gathered data to 
support NASA's assessment of expanding uses of the SLF. The first two F-104 
flights toke place on April 17th. Both flights generated test data to validate sonic 
boom assumptions about the potential impacts of suborbital and orbital commercial 
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spaceflight from the SLF. NASA is assessing the environmental impact of such 
flights. The CF-104D toke off from the SLF on a northerly trajectory, following the 
flight path anticipated for suborbital vehicles which may horizontally launch from the 
SLF. The aircraft banked east and head out over the Atlantic, where it climbed to an 
altitude and distance representative of where vehicles accelerating on a suborbital 
parabolic trajectory will break the sound barrier. Ground stations tried to record any 
discernible sonic boom noise at several locations along the coast. This will assess 
the noise impact of such flights, both during launches and return flights to a landing 
at the spaceport. Future test flights are planned to investigate communications and 
telemetry systems, and to support the validation of operating procedures that may be 
used in conducting future suborbital missions and related training flights. The 
agreement between NASA and Starfighters is the latest in a series of pathfinder 
projects that have been conducted at the SLF since late 2005 to investigate the 
expansion of uses and users for the shuttle runway. NASA's role in such 
demonstrations and anticipated future uses is limited to serving as the host site. Non-
government aircraft using NASA's SLF operate in accordance with applicable 
Federal Aviation Administration rules and procedures.  
 

 
 

Pilot Rick Svetkoff, right, and co-pilot Dave Waldrop taxi a F-104 Starfighter jet along the tarmac 
Tuesday during a test mission at the Kennedy Space Center landing facility in Cape Canaveral. 
 (17 April 2007, Kennedy Space Center,  AP photographs)  

 
After the flights we contacted Rick Svetkoff and asked him his experiences breaking 
the sound barriers. He confirmed that he flew 104632 and also told us: “We do 
actually get to fly supersonic from time to time over the Gulf. Everything went as 
planned”. 
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Century Series Circle 
James Keen (Edwards AFFTC staff writer) released information on April 17th 
regarding an interesting plan at Edwards AFB. 
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE - Supporters of the Air Force Flight Test Center 
Museum marked the start Tuesday of a project to bring some of its historic aircraft 
closer to the public.  Dubbed the "Century Circle," a new aircraft display area is being 
established adjacent to the base tour parking lot right outside of Edwards' west gate. 
The area will be home to the "Century Series" of aircraft - the North American F-100 
Super Sabre, the McDonnell Douglas F-101 Voodoo, the Convair F-102 Delta 
Dagger, the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter, the Republic F-105 Thunderchief and the 
Convair F-106 Delta Dart. The aircraft will be placed in a circle with the cab of the old 
base control tower serving as a central focal point.  
The display, which supporters hope will be finished this summer, is part of an effort to 
make Edwards' rich history more accessible to the public. After the terrorist attacks of 
Sept. 11, 2001, access to the base has been tightened, limiting access to the base's 
museum and putting the base's public tour program on hold. Public tours resumed 
last summer.  "If we can't get the public in to see us, we have to get ourselves out to 
see the public," said Maj. Gen. Curtis Bedke, commander of the base.  
The Flight Test Historical Foundation, a nonprofit organization, is spending $200,000 
for the construction of the display area.  "The big thing is accessibility. They (visitors) 
can get to this without going through security at the gate," and Gary Aldrich, 
chairman of the foundation's board.  The aircraft were among the nation's earliest 
supersonic fighters. The flight testing of the airplanes were part of the base's golden 
age, a period running roughly from the late '40s to the late '60s that featured a slew 
of new and experimental aircraft filling the Antelope Valley skies.  
All but one of the aircraft, the F-100, are ready for display after work by volunteers. 
The F-100 is currently being refurbished by the volunteers.  
The foundation also plans a Heritage Walk, which will have paving stones that 
aircraft fans can purchase and have names engraved. The foundation used 
engraved paving stones once before as a fundraising mechanism when they were 
offered for sale in the 1990s for the Blackbird Airpark in Palmdale.  
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Odds & Ends 
 
   

 
Various members 

BOOKS, Magazines and DVD’s. 
 
We are currently very busy creating a list of all released books, magazine articles 
and Video/DVDs. When the list is ready it will be available on the International F-104 
Society website. We thank Scott Vetter for his hard work!! 
 
 
New Canadian 104 book 
 
Paolo Maglio brought us the 
news that he bought a new 
interesting Canadian book 
about Starfighters. 
Paolo stated that it is not 
perfect: the short F-104S 
story is confusing and also 
wrong, there are some 
repetitions in the text due to 
poor editing, photos are not 
the best ones ever seen. 
However it contains a full 
and good history of all 
Canadian CF104s, some 
rare photographs with full 
details of weapons, full 
camouflage and markings 
of all aiframes and full 
history of all Squadrons, 
Wings and Divisions that 
flew with the CF-104 
Starfighter. 
Text is clear and easy to 
read, so if you love the 
Canadian Zippers this book 
is a must for your collection.  
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Cover photo captions  
 
Front cover 
 
Early 80s the press-days held at Volkel AFB were very famous, especially because 
of the spectacular fly-over by the Dutch pilots. This shot of D-6670 is one of many 
shots taken during such a low-pass….incredible!!!! 
The photo was taken by Robbert Snijders, probably just before he put down his 
camera…. 
 
Back cover 
 
At Decimomannu an Italian Starfighter can be found preserved on a pole. The aircraft 
MM6887 carries different serials on each side. Left it carries “9-15” (Grazzanise) while right 
it carries code “5-33” (Rimini/Cervia). On 27 June 2003 it was erected at Deci and still can 
be found guarding the location today. It is interesting to know that code “5-33” was actually 
the code last used while being in service…. This nice sunny photo was taken by Uli 
Metternich on August 2003. 
 

 
 

 
 

Inside Country Corner HOLLAND we mentioned the future changes regarding the Dutch Air Force 
Museum. This D-5803 is still looking very nice.           (MLM storage, 14 April 2007, Mark van der Vliet)  
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MM6716 can be found preserved as “5-31”  at Cella di Varzi on concrete blocks.  
(Cella di Varzi, 12 June 2005, Michiel Vogelpoel) 

 

 
 

D-8053  has been preserved at the Limos at Nijmegen for a lot of years, These days it can be found at 
Nieuw Millingen on a pole in light grey color scheme.                           (Nijmegen, early 90s, Mark Berbers) 
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